UNLIMITED
ADVENTURE

Alpine heli–trekking. Sea kayaking. Flightseeing. Quark Expeditions offers more Adventure Options than anyone else.
We’ve created on–and off–ship adventures that no one else offers. It’s why we’re the leaders in polar exploration.

NEW FOR 2021.22
FLIGHTSEEING ON ULTRAMARINE
While polar landscapes are spectacular from the sea, they’re even more stunning from the
air while seated in one of Ultramarine’s two twin–engine helicopters. You will experience an
unforgettable aerial tour of the Antarctic during a 10–to 15–minute flightseeing excursion that’s
included in the voyage. Additional helicopter activities may also be available for purchase
onboard. Please note: all helicopter operations are weather– and logistics–dependent.
INCLUDED | ONLY AVAILABLE ONBOARD ULTRAMARINE

EXCLUSIVE HELI–LANDING
Imagine setting foot in an area of the Antarctic that can only be safely accessed by helicopter.
Traveling in groups of 12 with no more than 4 groups (48 guests) at a time and expert guides,
you’ll board one of Ultramarine’s two twin–engine helicopters to soar off to an exclusive polar
site where no ships can navigate. Expect stunning bird’s–eye views during your flight, and
then, upon arrival, simply sit back, relax and take in the splendor of the Antarctic from “the
best seat in the house”: glacial amphitheaters, breath–taking summits, and more.
$395 | ONLY AVAILABLE ONBOARD ULTRAMARINE

ALPINE HELI–TREKKING
Let us take you on an active adventure high up in the Antarctic Peninsula. You’ll be part of an
intimate group of adventurers to board one of Ultramarine’s two twin–engine helicopters for
a trekking excursion in an area only safely accessed by air. The helicopter flight alone rewards
guests with unforgettable views. On land, during an invigorating walk, hike or snowshoe
trek (depending on conditions), you’ll be rewarded with equally stunning views of remote
ridgelines, glaciated terrain, and snow-topped peaks.
$495

CAMPING

HIKING

Treat yourself to an overnight camping adventure in Antarctica! This is
one of the best ways to experience Antarctica in an intimate manner,
taking your expedition to the next level. Camping is available on many
early–season Antarctic voyages. Our popular camping options have
limited availability, so book early to secure your space.

Exploring on foot is one of the best ways to appreciate the polar
landscapes. Our guides can accommodate a range of skill levels
to suit every passenger. A limited number of walking poles are
provided at each landing.
INCLUDED

$295 | AVAILABLE ON SELECT VOYAGES

POLAR PLUNGE
PADDLE EXCURSION
Sign up for a one–time paddle on our stable sit–on–top kayaks—
perfect for anyone with minimal or no kayaking experience.
Rotating groups of passengers will be taken out on calm days
with our expert guides.
$295

This rite of passage, scheduled only once per voyage, gives you
the chance to jump safely into the bracing Antarctic waters under
the watchful eye of our staff.
INCLUDED

PRESENTATIONS

STAND–UP PADDLEBOARDING
Combining a surfboard with a kayak, stand–up paddleboarding
will give you a very personal and unique perspective on Antarctica.
Stand–up paddleboarding is conducted in small groups—in calm bays
and harbors, in good weather conditions—and accompanied by a
safety Zodiac.
$295 | AVAILABLE ON SELECT VOYAGES

SEA KAYAKING

Enjoy daily chats with and presentations from our world–class
onboard polar experts—guides, scientists, naturalists, historians and
other special guests who will introduce you to the fascinating history,
biology, ornithology, and glaciology of the region.
INCLUDED

PHOTOGRAPHY
Our photography guides will help you hone your skills to capture
the beauty of the polar regions.
INCLUDED

Imagine gliding across the surface of a bay in the presence of icebergs
and glaciers. Our Sea Kayaking program is a great way to intimately
explore your surroundings. A small group of kayakers will plan to go
out multiple times per voyage as an alternative to shore landings or
Zodiac cruises.
$995

PLEASE NOTE: Pre–booking is required for all paid activities. We recommend booking early as spaces
fill quickly. Please see your pre–departure book for a list of provided gear for each Adventure Option.

PLEASE CONTACT YOUR TRAVEL ADVISOR FOR MORE INFORMATION

Travel Advisors: For more information and bookings please contact Francis Travel Marketing on 09 444 2298 | 0800 422 784 | reservations@francistravelmarketing.co.nz.

